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For the attention of all journalists reporting about Street Trading Regulation and Legal Counsel for UK Local
Authorities, Chief Licensing Officers, CPO’s, APPG, LGA, ATCM, IoL, NABMA, FMT, ACPO, BIS, HMG, EU,
pedlars and 48 million people above 17 whom this affects should they choose to trade as a pedlar.

Person of the Year - London  Times leading article 28th December  2011

"This fruit seller did not aim to change the world" but it is clear that Mohamed Bouazizi
who set himself alight was suffering oppression by his local authorities.

He has set a benchmark that "it is not possible any longer for a regime to trust that
overbearing power will be tolerated and will work" and also "His sacrifice exposed the
limits of public lying".

It is all too easy to find similarities between what provoked his extraordinary gesture with
the sorts of activity carried out by misguided and wrongfully informed actions by local
authorities in the UK.

"Because he did not have a licence, the authorities confiscated his produce" is familiar
to many regimes in the UK who have adopted stringent and severe Authorisation
Schemes that are now cited by HMG as being "illegal", including Lords findings that
Private legislations that include seizure, confiscation and forfeiture are no longer
justified.

The history of how pedlars are reacting to harsh treatment by wealthy and self-interested
associations and public authorities concerns the courage of "the common man" - people
who dissent from "illegitimate rule" and see through "the charade of oppressive rule"
that is a sign of the "spiritually and intellectually impoverished".

Although defining the event of the past year, along with the New York Times Square
trader who saved the City from the catastrophe of the Maverick vehicle bomb, and the
South Wales pedlar who alerted the press to the 'phone hacking scandal, it is doubtful that
pedlars in the UK will be lighting a match "in the face of tyranny" - but a flame has been
lit to expose "a model that visibly failed".

Pedlars are gathering information and expertise to show how the "development" of the
local government proposals to regulate Street Trading is fundamentally flawed and will
only have effect to "stunt the hopes and imagination of generations" and diminish the
cultural viability of the High Street.

This is the point - any result that does not include cooperation between interested people
in both good and difficult times will engender perverse outcomes and any action taken
without the basis of good law is liable to have negative effect and erode all opportunity
for just and purposeful authority.
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